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In this paper an update of L. E. Dickson's 1901 list of the orders of the known simple groups up to one billion is given. On the microfiche supplement is a complete list of all of the orders of the known simple groups as far as one trillion together with the Lie notation for these groups.
In 1901 L. E. Dickson [3, p. 309 ] gave a list of the orders of all the known simple groups as far as one million and a partial list of those up to one billion (the groups PSL2((7) for q > 113 were omitted). Since then no complete list updating Dickson's has appeared in print despite the fact that several new discoveries in this range have been made and much of Dickson's notation is no longer in use.
In Table 1 we bring Dickson's list up to date and, on the microfiche supplement, give a complete list of all the orders of the known nonabelian simple groups as far as one trillion in the Lie notation used by Gorenstein [5, p. 491] . The combined efforts of Marshall Hall, Jr. [6] , [7] and Beisiegel and Stingl [1] now show that Table 1 includes all possible simple groups of order up to one million. Table 2 extends Table 1 with the known simple groups of order up to one billion, excluding the groups PSL2(p"). The interested reader is referred to the recent paper by Gallian [4] for a detailed historical account of the search for finite simple groups.
Our notation is as follows: PSL"(i7) is the projective special linear group; Sp2n(i7) is the symplectic group; U"(q) is the unitary group; Alt(«) is the alternating group; Sz(q) is the Suzuki group; G2( (3) is the Chevalley group of type G2; D4(é¡í) is the Chevalley group of type D4\ 2D4(<7) is the twisted orthogonal group of type D4; 3T>4(q) is the triality twisted group of type D4. See [2] for complete details on these groups.
Standard notation is used for the sporadic groups: M-is the group of permutations on / symbols discovered by Mathieu, Ja is the Janko group, HaJ is the Hall-Janko group, HiS is the Higman-Sims group, HJM is the Hall-Janko-McKay group, McL is the McLaughlin group, HHM is the Held-Higman-McKay group, Rud is the Rudvalis group, Suz is the Suzuki group, O'Nan is the O'Nan group, and Co3 is the Conway .3 group. A brief discussion of these groups can also be found in [2, Chapter 16] and a complete list of all 26 known sporadic simple groups is given in [4] .
The author wishes to thank Professor Joseph A. Gallian for suggesting this problem and assisting in the preparation of the paper. I am also indebted to the referee for suggesting a number of improvements. (5) PSL2(7) = PSL3 (2) PSL2(9) = Alt (6) PSL2 (8) PSL2 (11) PSL2 (13) PSL2 (17) Alt (7) PSL2 (19) PSL2 (16) PSL3 (3) U3 (3) PSL2 (23) PSL2 ( (4) PSL2 (37) Sp4(3) = U4 (2) Sz (8) PSL2 (32) PSL2 (41) PSL2 (43) PSL2 (47) PSL2 (49) U3 (4) PSL2 ( 
